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Elimination of unwanted sound by M.Katarzyna Dietrych
Each panel is imaginative and unique. It is signed by me as the independent work of Art.
he Gar 
In which interiors Panels will look and work the best?
Especially there when need improve muffling and absorb sounds.
Or there where you need help with reverbs that are a common problem in
The panels perfectly apply in representative and home interiors.
The decorative acoustic panels give the interior a friendly and warm atmosphere.
 

 
 
What can you say about this as the Fiber Art?
It is the perfect blend of minimalist style and richness of a subtle play of lights and shadows. The quiet 
cold and soft tonal taint of colours in a narrow range gives calming effect. 
 

 
Variety arrangements textures and patterns and  colours create a fa
compositions of the Textile Arts are very minimalistic, in the layout and way of expression.
 

 
 

                                                                                               

ORIGINAL  MODERN  ART
DECORATIVE  SOUND  ABSORBING  ACOUSTIC  PANELS

Elimination of unwanted sound by M.Katarzyna Dietrych-Kuzak’ Eco Friendly  Art. 
unique. It is signed by me as the independent work of Art.

In which interiors Panels will look and work the best? 
Especially there when need improve muffling and absorb sounds. 
Or there where you need help with reverbs that are a common problem in modern interior design.

anels perfectly apply in representative and home interiors. 
ecorative acoustic panels give the interior a friendly and warm atmosphere. 

say about this as the Fiber Art? 
It is the perfect blend of minimalist style and richness of a subtle play of lights and shadows. The quiet 
cold and soft tonal taint of colours in a narrow range gives calming effect.  

Variety arrangements textures and patterns and  colours create a fantastic abstract compositions. The 
compositions of the Textile Arts are very minimalistic, in the layout and way of expression.
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What are the additional advantages of this textile art?
As an artist and a fan of comfortable minimalist interior design, I 
Decorative Panel as a utility item with high quality Abstract Textile Art as a modern fine art in one object. 
Each Panel is unique and inimitable. It gives the interior a luxurious and a spectacular style.
 

 
 
What is this sound panels made of?
The natural and synthetic fibre yarns what I use in these works mostly 
 

 
Or natural pure wool from a small nearby sheep farm. 
on the planet. At the end of its use, wool biodegrades and adds nutrients back into the soil or the ocean.
 

 
Art and an idea of reuse of yarn was recognized on a few world important competitions of Fiber Art 
and appreciated by highly sustainable People, who 
They especially appreciated the sound quality and aesthetics of Textile Art Acoustic Panels made 
without plastic. 

                                                                                               

What are the additional advantages of this textile art? 
As an artist and a fan of comfortable minimalist interior design, I combine the quality of Acoustic 
Decorative Panel as a utility item with high quality Abstract Textile Art as a modern fine art in one object. 
Each Panel is unique and inimitable. It gives the interior a luxurious and a spectacular style.

sound panels made of? 
The natural and synthetic fibre yarns what I use in these works mostly come from recycled old clothes .

natural pure wool from a small nearby sheep farm. The wool is one of the most sustainable fibres
of its use, wool biodegrades and adds nutrients back into the soil or the ocean.

Art and an idea of reuse of yarn was recognized on a few world important competitions of Fiber Art 
highly sustainable People, who preserve the Earth's precious resources. 

They especially appreciated the sound quality and aesthetics of Textile Art Acoustic Panels made 
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How do the Artistic Acoustic Panels work?
They act as a giant sonic catcher, soaking up unwanted noise and echo inside your space creating a more 
comfortable sounding environment. Remember that the Acoustic Panels are sound absorbing panels, 
not soundproofing panels. For a larger area and for a b
other. The proprietary Acoustic Textile Art provides  sound absorption thanks to the soft and rich 
in detail surface made of fiber. 
 
 
What sizes are available or you can
Standard dimensions: 
From small 20 x 20 x 4 cm to large 140 x H 100 x 4 cm
Or more on the special request 
 
 
How to buy Acoustic Art Panels?
The prices are listed on the website.
Please contact with me directly: via social media, e
You can order Textile Art Acoustic Panel especially personalised for you (colour, size, etc.), or buy one of 
the available Textile Art. 
 
 
How to maintenance of Textile Art Panels? 
Vacuum, wipe with a damp cloth or wash at low temperatures.
 
Detailed instructions for each panel
 
 

 
 
What will you get extra? 
You will have an authentic high quality of Art impossible to forge. Everyone has a certificate of 
authenticity, personally signed by the me, guaranteeing the use of recycled or upcycling yarn, ecological 
wool and that it is a one-of-a-kind work of art.
 
 
SELECTIONS FOR LAST 3 YEARS
 
"THE NATURAL WAY" 
The polyphonic 24 elements - 20 x 

                                                                                               

Artistic Acoustic Panels work? 
They act as a giant sonic catcher, soaking up unwanted noise and echo inside your space creating a more 
comfortable sounding environment. Remember that the Acoustic Panels are sound absorbing panels, 
not soundproofing panels. For a larger area and for a bigger impact Textile Art can also hang next to each 
other. The proprietary Acoustic Textile Art provides  sound absorption thanks to the soft and rich 

What sizes are available or you can bay or  order? 

From small 20 x 20 x 4 cm to large 140 x H 100 x 4 cm 

How to buy Acoustic Art Panels? 
The prices are listed on the website. 
Please contact with me directly: via social media, e-mail, ect. 

Art Acoustic Panel especially personalised for you (colour, size, etc.), or buy one of 

How to maintenance of Textile Art Panels?  
th or wash at low temperatures. 

Detailed instructions for each panel included. 

You will have an authentic high quality of Art impossible to forge. Everyone has a certificate of 
authenticity, personally signed by the me, guaranteeing the use of recycled or upcycling yarn, ecological 

kind work of art. 

SELECTIONS FOR LAST 3 YEARS 

x 20 cm for one element 
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They act as a giant sonic catcher, soaking up unwanted noise and echo inside your space creating a more 
comfortable sounding environment. Remember that the Acoustic Panels are sound absorbing panels,  

igger impact Textile Art can also hang next to each 
other. The proprietary Acoustic Textile Art provides  sound absorption thanks to the soft and rich  

Art Acoustic Panel especially personalised for you (colour, size, etc.), or buy one of 

 

You will have an authentic high quality of Art impossible to forge. Everyone has a certificate of 
authenticity, personally signed by the me, guaranteeing the use of recycled or upcycling yarn, ecological 
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"THE SPACE FOR YOUR IMAGINATION
The polyphonic 36 elements - 20 x 
 

 
 
 
"WINTER IN THE BESKID MOUNTAINS IN INSTAGRAM VERSION"
50" x 67" x 2”  |  125 x 170 x 2 cm 
 

 
 
 
"WHO IS A BLACK SHEEP?" 
The polyphonic 9 elements - 57 x 57cm for one element
 

 
 

                                                                                               

"THE SPACE FOR YOUR IMAGINATION" 
x 20 cm for one element 

MOUNTAINS IN INSTAGRAM VERSION" 
 

57 x 57cm for one element 
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"THE WHEEL OF WORLD" 
17" x  17" x  3"  |  43 x 43 x 8cm 
 

 
 
 
NINE-PART WORK 
"ONLY A CIRCLE WITHOUT THE CROSS"
37" x 37" | 95 x 95 cm / Size for one part: 8" x 8" | 20 x 20 cm
 

 
 
 
"EMERALD SEA" 
40" x 55" | 100 x 140 cm 
 

                                                                                               

"ONLY A CIRCLE WITHOUT THE CROSS" 
Size for one part: 8" x 8" | 20 x 20 cm 
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"THE ART OF COMPROMISE" 
66" x 44" | 90 x 110 cm 
 

 
 
 
THE TRIPTYCH 
"THE WINTER IN MY GARDEN - 
OWN TECHNIQUE 
Size for all 130" x 55" | 330 x 140 cm / For one part
 

 
 
 
"THE LAST PLACE*" 
*An homage to the murdered in Auschwitz
75 Years After Auschwitz Liberation
57" x 57" | 145 x 145 x 3 cm 
 

 

                                                                                               

 RESCUE THE GARDEN OF EDEN" 

Size for all 130" x 55" | 330 x 140 cm / For one part: 40" x 55" | 100 x 140 cm 

*An homage to the murdered in Auschwitz 
75 Years After Auschwitz Liberation-Never Again! 
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